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INTRODUCTION

Meeting with politicians is a great way to advance your cause – if it’s done 
well. A meeting without a clear focus or with only mediocre content to 
present can result in more harm than good to your organisation’s reputation 
and to your cause. 

89 Degrees East knows that to ensure the best possible 
outcome, you must base your visit to Canberra on the 
following 4Ps – be purposeful, pragmatic, and politically 
astute and have really, really good product.  

Going to Parliament House is a great way to meet with lots of politicians 
and other decision-makers – but there are other ways. Think long and hard 
about whether you even need to visit Parliament House to achieve your 
goals. There are many ways to work the system including meeting with 
your local MP or working with senior bureaucrats – every issue is unique 
and only you can decide the most effective approach to take.  

If you decide that you need to make the trip to Canberra this booklet will 
give you direct insider knowledge about how to make the most of your 
opportunity to inform, assist and influence decision-makers in Federal 
Parliament. If you only pack one thing in your on-board luggage for the trip, 
make sure it’s this 4Ps guide.

Good luck with your efforts.

Annie O’Rourke, 
Director, 89 Degrees East.

WALKING THE BLUE CARPET
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 CHAPTER 1: 
PURPOSEFUL

1.1  What is the purpose of your visit?

Firstly, you need to be clear about the purpose of your visit - what is it you 
want to say and why do you need to go to Canberra to say it? So many 
people want meetings with politicians to just ‘meet and greet’, but it’s a 
thousand times better to go to Canberra with some real ‘meat’ to discuss.

It’s very helpful for you, and the people you’re meeting, if you can put the 
purpose of your visit in writing (no more than one to two pages) and be 
prepared to back it up with some pretty impressive facts and figures. If there 
is a direct link to a piece of upcoming legislation, and you have something 
substantial or new to say about it, you are more likely to get a good hearing. 
Or if you have a suggestion about how future policy could be crafted in your 
field of expertise, you might want to articulate a new or innovative way of 
going about it. Politicians always want to hear about new ideas, and about 
ways of saving taxpayer dollars.  

1.2  Who do you need to meet with?

▪    Your local MP

▪    Parliamentary Committee Chairpersons

▪    Senior departmental officials

▪    Political/policy advisers

▪    Press gallery journalists

Don’t forget that while a Minister is often the person who announces the final 
decision on issues within their portfolio, there are usually many more people 
involved in influencing its developmental stages. Some preliminary research 
will help you to identify the people who have an interest in your issue, and 
who may have some influence on policy or legislative decisions surrounding 

it. Look into what Parliamentary Committees have responsibility over 
legislation in your field of interest, and even whether there are Parliamentary 
Friendship Groups that have been formed to support cross-party discussion in 
different areas.

If you are meeting with a Minister, it is worth meeting (or even having a 
phone conversation) with the most senior person you or your organisation has 
a relationship with from that Minister’s Department first.

A smart, functional senior bureaucrat will be able to provide you with advice 
regarding your meeting or pitch, even if they are not supportive of your 
particular project or policy push. Being informed of the Department’s policy 
position will help you shape your pitch.

Most Ministers ask their Department to provide briefs before meetings 
anyway, so it is better that you give them as much information as possible. 
If you have made contact with a bureaucrat before your meeting with the 
Minister, follow up afterwards and let them know how it went.

And while a Minister is the person making the decision in the immediate 
future, don’t forget that an Opposition spokesperson may well be sitting 
in that chair only a few years or months down the line. Take a long term, 
not short term, view of who you need to influence – it’s not always just the 
government of the day.

If you’re not sure who you should be going to see, always ring up and ask. 
An MP’s office would much rather help steer you in the right direction over 
the phone than set up a meeting only to find out your issue had nothing to 
do with them, and you should have been meeting with Senator X down the 
corridor.

Don’t be offended if, at the last minute, a staff member replaces the Minister, 
MP or Senator you are scheduled to meet with. Instead see it as a way to 
influence one of the key influencers in the office, as staff members often play 
a crucial role in decision-making. Try to impress them enough to get them to 
adopt your idea and sell it to their boss!

CHAPTER 1: PURPOSEFUL
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1.3  A model briefing (your talking points)

In your preparation stages, it is important that you and anyone else in your 
delegation is clear about what you will be saying in the meeting and how you 
will present it. 

Below is a model briefing (or talking points) for you and your delegation 
members to take to your meetings in Parliament House. It’s for a fictional 
community organisation focused on the provision of affordable housing – 
Community Builders Australia (CBA). You should tailor it to meet your specific 
needs, and the particular focus or topic for each visit. Talking to government 
and opposition members would require a different slant – particularly when 
you are aiming to reintroduce an initiative developed by a party now in 
opposition (as is the case here).

You may also choose to summarise it into a ‘briefing’ to hand over to those 
you are meeting with – but make sure you remove any of your internal tactics 
from that version of the briefing and make it a straight factual document 
that you would be happy for anyone else (including your competitors or 
opponents) to pick up and read. 

MODEL BRIEFING

Who you are

▪     CBA is a community based (non-profit) property 
developer, based in Melbourne but with offices in 
Parramatta, Adelaide and Townsville.

▪    Our Executive Director is (name them)

▪     We have a number of prominent patrons/supporters 
(name them)

Your overall goal

▪     To achieve a 10 per cent increase in community built 

affordable housing stock in targeted parts of Australia 
over the next three federal budgets. (For budget 
initiatives, you need to start your meetings the previous 
October/November at the latest).

Your practical proposal

▪     To reintroduce a scheme similar to the former National 
Rental Affordability Scheme (NRAS) but with better 
targeting to support growth of affordable rental housing, 
targeted in key areas with a demonstrated shortage of 
affordable, key worker housing

▪     It will cost the federal budget an additional $180 million 
over the next three year period and deliver 500 new 
dwellings for low income workers.

Your argument

▪     Lack of affordable housing is severely impacting 
low income workers all over Australia. Research has 
demonstrated that the social and economic costs of 
housing stress can lead to X.

▪     By providing additional low cost rental housing (managed 
by non-profit organisations), the government can direct 
housing subsidies to those most in need while leveraging 
finance from the private sector.

Your ‘killer facts’

▪     In three years, the former NRAS scheme delivered xxx 
additional affordable rental properties at a cost of only 
$xxx million ($/unit).

▪     This is more effective than the former model of funding 
state and territory governments to build and manage 
public housing.
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The political implications

▪     A recent opinion poll showed that 70 per cent of 
Australians are concerned about housing affordability and 
support greater government investment (cite poll)

▪     Low income working families are overwhelmingly 
concentrated in marginal electorates in urban growth 
corridors – providing additional affordable housing in 
these areas would also support new businesses in these 
areas.

▪     In your electorate, the problem is (include some analysis 
of the issue from an electorate perspective to make it real/
meaningful at a local level)

Media interest

▪     All major metropolitan dailies have been covering this 
issue in the last six months and there have been several 
investigative TV programs (Four Corners and Insight). The 
Project regularly covers housing issues for renters.

▪     Talkback radio stations have reported an increasing 
interest from listeners in the issue of housing affordability 
and practical solutions from government.

While you don’t need to include them in your briefing note, you need to 
be prepared for tricky questions and the holes in your argument. A good 
politician or staffer will go straight to these, and it doesn’t help to gloss over 
them – you need to be ready to address them front on.

1.4  What can you do for me?

Without doubt, your visit to Parliament is aimed at getting something out of it 
for your organisation and the people or issues you represent. It’s also worth 
considering what you can do for the person you are meeting with:

▪      are you able to provide them with some information they’ve never 
had access to before?

▪      can you present them with a new angle on the issue to help win 
over their colleagues on an issue that they already feel passionately 
about?

▪     is there some ‘boast-ability’ factor that they can take away from the 
meeting (something that makes them more valuable in the debate 
over the issue, or information that puts them in a better position 
within their party or within their electorate)?

You should also consider briefing them on upcoming ‘good news’ stories 
or events associated with your cause/organisation that they could attend or 
become associated with. If you can find an event that is mutually beneficial 
for both you and the politician, such as the celebration of a milestone or 
achieving a policy goal, this allows your organisation to get the boost from the 
MP’s attendance and it allows the MP to align themselves with good news in 
the community.

Rather than just focusing on what you and your organisation needs, make 
your pitch about what benefits will be generated for the broader community 
– ‘why this would be good for the country’ or ‘how many lives would this 
change/save’.

As much as determining the purpose of your own visit, try to understand the 
purpose and motivations of those you are seeking to meet with. What do 
they stand to gain from supporting your idea, and how can you convince them 
of the long term benefits it may bring?
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 CHAPTER 2: 
PRAGMATIC

Unless you’re a seasoned lobbyist you are unlikely to know 
exactly what goes on in Parliament House and how to work 
around the peculiarities of this small village full of very busy 
(and important) people. Here are some tips to make sure you 
maximise your time and resources in the planning stages of 
your visit.

2.1  What happens in a Parliamentary sitting week?

Parliamentary sitting weeks are incredibly busy and often volatile times.  
Apart from their duties in each Chamber, Parliamentarians and their staff are 
usually involved in back-to-back meetings from early in the morning until late 
at night. 

In a typical year, the House of Representatives and the Senate each meet 
for around 18 weeks, and each time from Monday to Thursday. The rest of 
the year is spent back in their own electorates/jurisdictions or on Ministerial 
business. 

Apart from ACT members and senators, most Parliamentarians and their staff 
arrive in Canberra on Sunday afternoon or evening to prepare for the week’s 
activities. They will then return to their electorate offices, or to other political 
commitments on Thursday evening or Friday morning.

The House of Representatives and the Senate have slightly different 
programs for the week, but both start sitting at 2pm on Monday afternoon, 
and go through until around 5pm on Thursday evening (See Appendix 1 for 
the House of Reps ‘Order of Business’ – the Senate follows a very similar 
format but sits later on a Monday and Thursday evening and can sit much 
later into the night particularly when there is controversial legislation being 
debated – see www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Chamber_

documents/Senate_chamber_documents/Senate_Routine_of_Business 
for a more detailed breakdown of the Senate Routine).

Even though you usually only see Question Time reported on the news, a lot 
of legislative and procedural business goes on in both Chambers throughout 
each sitting week. For an up-to-date look at what is happening in Parliament 
go to the ‘This Week in the House’ section of the Parliament website: www.
aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/House_of_Representatives/About_the_
House_News/This_week_in_the_House 

While only a few Members and Senators are required to be in the Chamber 
outside of Question Time and Divisions, they are not able to leave the building 
while Parliament is sitting in case of unexpected divisions (that is, when a 
vote is required).

When they are not required in the Chamber, Members and Senators are 
generally free to organise their own diaries. Each political party puts aside 
time during the week for their party meetings and Cabinet or Shadow Cabinet 
meetings (typically Monday and Tuesday mornings) which is where they 
have more detailed discussions about legislation being considered by the 
Parliament and how the party intends to vote on it. Members and Senators 
also need time to catch up with their colleagues one-to-one and attend 
committee meetings for any Parliamentary Committees or Parliamentary 
Friendship Groups they are involved with.

The time left to meet with external groups is therefore fairly limited, and you 
will probably be competing with many others to secure a meeting. Generally, 
the more important the person you want to see, the more difficult it will be to 
get time in their diary. Think five to six months ahead for party leaders and at 
least one to two months for Ministers and cross-bench members. Opposition 
members are generally easier to find time with, but long term planning is still 
required.

Never forget that as important as your issue may be to you and your 
organisation, it is only one of hundreds being presented to the government 
and opposition parties during sitting weeks. This makes it critical that you 
make the best possible impression when you visit. The following tips will help 
you do exactly that!

CHAPTER 2: PRAGMATIC
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2.2  Who’s who in the zoo?

The Parliament House website has an absolute wealth of information about 
Members and Senators, and a quick visit here can save you many hours of 
trying to find out who you need to see and what you need to know about 
them.

The first stop is www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members/Members for 
a list of the current Cabinet lineup, and the Shadow Ministry. You can also 
search for Members by electorate, party, gender and surname. 

Each Member and Senator also has their own personal page on the APH 
website, where you can look up their electorate details, the transcript of any 
speeches they have given in parliament, biographical information, and contact 
details for their electorate and Canberra based offices. Most politicians will be 
impressed if you have done even the most basic research on their electorate 
as well as their office-holder responsibilities in Parliament before you meet 
with them.

Current makeup – post 2016 election

The Liberal/National Coalition was re-elected with only a one 
seat majority, gaining 76 of the 150 seats in the House of 
Representatives. Labor has 69 members and the crossbench 
now comprises five members with the Australian Greens, Nick 
Xenophon Team, and Katter’s Australian Party each winning one 
seat, and independents Andrew Wilkie and Cathy McGowan re-
elected.  

In the Senate, the Coalition holds 30 seats, Labor has 26 and the 
crossbench is the largest ever with 20 seats held by a variety 
of parties and independents. This means that any lobbying of 
crossbench Senators requires a very different approach, with very 
new and in many cases poorly resourced Senators needing to get 
across a massive amount of information. Your communications 
with these smaller parties will need to be even more concise and 
creative to get your key points across.   

The Coalition now needs at least nine additional votes to get 
legislation through the Senate. Unless it is an issue with bi-
partisan support and the ALP votes with the government, this 
would either require the whole team of 9 Greens Senators or 
a combination of the smaller parties consisting One Nation (4), 
Xenophon Team (3), Family First (1), Liberal Democrat (1), Lambie 
(1) and Hinch (1). So if the purpose of your visit is to achieve 
legislative reform, your strategy and tactics needs to be even 
more sophisticated than ever. 

If an issue you are advocating on is ‘huge’ and you have a draw card 
spokesperson, a friendly MP may be willing to organise a meeting with a 
backbench committee or host a meeting with other interested colleagues.  
Only ask for or expect this approach though if it is a major issue (think tax 
reform or education funding) rather than niche or specialist industry matters. 

CHAPTER 2: PRAGMATIC
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2.3  How do I go about arranging a meeting?

The first thing you need to do is establish when Parliament is sitting. The 
full Parliamentary sitting calendar can be found at www.aph.gov.au/About_
Parliament/Sitting_Calendar. Only exceptional circumstances (like the 2016 
proroguing of Parliament by the Prime Minister in April) will cause sitting 
weeks to change

Your first approach should be to phone the office of the person you would like 
to meet with. Their Personal Assistant or Adviser will more than likely ask you 
to put your request in writing, and you should find out exactly who within the 
office will be dealing with your request. Make sure you have your email ready 
to go immediately after you get off the phone (or at least that same day) so 
that your call is fresh in their mind when it comes through in writing.  Most 
offices have their own procedures and protocols in place when it comes to 
diary management, so it’s worth checking with each one.

Always start by acknowledging how busy the MP or Senator is, and that you 
are prepared to work around their schedule. You should request no longer 
than 15 to 20 minutes and briefly outline what your meeting is about. The 
more flexible you are about dates and times, the more likely you are to get an 
appointment, so be prepared to stay in Canberra overnight if you need to see 
more than one or two people.

as this is when most politicians and their staff are travelling. So 
unless you are able to book flights well in advance, don’t make 
meetings that require you to travel at these times. 

Keep an eye out for special events like another world leader 
visiting Parliament House – the additional security arrangements 
at these times make it almost impossible to get through the front 
doors or get the attention you are after.

Finally, all MPs and Senators are required to be in the Chamber 
during Question Time each day and depending what happens on 
the day this could extend well beyond the normal 2pm-3.15pm 
timeline. Any meeting scheduled at 3.30pm on one of these 
days is more likely to be cancelled at the last minute if there are 
volatile political issues in the media (think leadership challenges 
or major international events), so keep that in mind. 

In most cases, the size of your delegation should be limited to two or three 
people. Even if your entire Board is going to be up in Canberra for the day, it 
is inappropriate for you to request that they all attend each meeting. Be more 
strategic and break up into small teams of two or three people – that way you 
will be able to lineup more meetings during your visit. Make sure your most 
effective communicator is in the delegation. And if you have an articulate 
and well-respected patron, this could be a good occasion to call upon their 
services.  

If you’re planning to book in a number of meetings, you should build some 
flexibility into your meeting schedule. Due to a whole range of factors 
(including how many voting divisions interrupt your meeting) it’s notoriously 
difficult to guarantee that meetings will run to time. Also, you may need to 
walk a fair distance between meetings, and unless you are VERY familiar with 
the Parliament House layout, it’s quite easy to get lost along the way. At a 
minimum, allow 30 minutes between appointments.
 

When are the best times NOT to organise a meeting?

Generally, it is best to avoid the first and last sitting weeks of the 
year – as these are often taken up with additional commitments 
for MPs, Senators and their staff. The other week to avoid is the 
Budget Week, when the madness of a new Budget and all the 
associated media events and analysis are occurring. 

Also be aware that flights into and out of Canberra are very busy 
on Sunday evening, Monday morning and Thursday evenings 

CHAPTER 2: PRAGMATIC
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There are also very strict security arrangements in Parliament House (see 
Section 3.1 – Arrival and security arrangements) so you will need to allow 
time for being signed in and out of the building, and for being escorted 
between meetings if you are only able to get ‘escorted’ passes. There can 
even be long queues to get into the building at times, before you even get to 
the passes office, so factor that in as well.

For further information about accessibility and any special terms and 
conditions around visiting Parliament go to: www.aph.gov.au/Visit_
Parliament/Plan_your_Visit#conditions 

Follow up your phone call with a letter/email and background information as 
requested. This may require several follow up phone calls – polite persistence 
is possibly the 5th P in this case! Once you have confirmation of your various 
meetings, make sure you have the following information for each one:

Who you will be meeting with?

Who else may be attending the meeting (e.g. will political 
staff, departmental staff, or other MPs be attending?)

Exactly where your meeting will take place – the room 
number, which level, and which wing of the building

Any security or access arrangements (regular visitors can 
be sponsored by an MP to gain their own ID card, but most 
groups will have to be signed in by a staff member each day)

Which Parliamentary entrance you should arrive at

The start and finish time of the meeting

The phone and email details for your contact person in 
Parliament House – it is quite likely this will be different from 
the person who organised the meeting for you, so make sure 
you get the details of someone who can assist you in case of 
an emergency or if you get lost!

2.4  The nuts and bolts of your visit

Once you have scheduled all your meetings, you will need to make travel and 
sometimes accommodation bookings. Given that accommodation is often at 
a premium in Canberra during sitting weeks, the earlier you do this the better.  
Same goes for airfares at times of high traffic into and out of the capital.

The CBD of Canberra (called Civic) has a lot of motel accommodation, as 
does the ‘Parliamentary triangle’ which covers inner suburbs such as Barton, 
Griffith, Manuka and Kingston. Slightly cheaper accommodation can be found 
in areas like Narrabundah, but this will be offset by more expensive taxi fares 
to get around and less options for eating out (or in) at the end of the day.

Speaking of taxis, never underestimate the length of time you may spend 
waiting in a taxi queue at Canberra airport – make sure to build a good hour 
into your travel time, despite the fact that it’s only a 15-minute trip. Many 
have fallen at this hurdle!

The time between making your appointment and your actual meeting should 
also be used to do any necessary research on the people you are meeting 
with and the status of the legislation or policy currently before the Parliament 
that relates to your issue/cause.

Always rehearse your presentation beforehand – tailoring your message to 
different audiences is also important depending on their existing knowledge 
about the issue and how relevant it is to their role and/or electorate. Make 
sure you can fit the content of your presentation in the time available and 
allow time for discussion and questions. Don’t forget, a meeting is not a 
monologue, and you may get just as much out of the meeting by listening to 
what they have to say and their views on the issue – it could also help you 
refine your strategy if you hear what they really think.

You should always be prepared to answer the most basic questions 
about your organisation and the issue you are raising at the meeting – 
who is affected, how many people, what are the industry implications, 
what is the potential cost, what are the critical timelines, why is change 
needed? To turn up without this basic info at your fingertips will majorly 
affect your credibility. Do your homework!

CHAPTER 2: PRAGMATIC
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If you are intending to take any photos or video of your meetings or events 
at Parliament House, also be aware that there are strict rules about what 
you can and can’t do inside the building – the APH website information and 
a range of forms you will need to fill out for this purpose. www.aph.gov.au/
About_Parliament/Media_Rules_and_Filming_Applications 

It’s also a good idea to get permission from the MP/Senator’s office you are 
meeting with for photos at the actual meeting that you want to use on social 
media. This might also prompt them to engage media or do their own social 
media about the visit, which is generally positive for the cause/proposal being 
pitched.

Make sure you read the papers and watch the news in the days leading 
up to your visit to ensure you are aware of exactly what else is happening 
in the political realm. If you can demonstrate that you are ‘up with what’s 
happening’ in their world, politicians are more likely to be interested in what’s 
happening in yours. Being politically knowledgeable and astute will win you 
respect.

Finally, make sure you pack some comfortable shoes and clothes for your 
trip to Parliament House. There are literally dozens of corridors for you 
to navigate, and many of them with parquetry floors, so stilettos are a 
definite no-no.  Regardless of the time of year, Parliament House is well 
insulated from the outside weather – so if it’s winter you won’t want to be 
lugging scarves and jackets around inside the building, even though you will 
desperately need them when you get back outside.

2.5  Your day has come – arrival and security 
arrangements

Try and arrive at Parliament House at least 30 minutes before your meeting 
time. Allow even longer if you need to find a parking space as these are very 
scarce during sitting weeks (NOTE: public parking is now only available at the 
Main Entrance following recent additional security restrictions).

Depending on who you are visiting, you will be arriving at one of four 
entrances. These are:

▪     Main Lobby

▪     House of Representatives entrance (‘Reps side’)

▪     Senate entrance

▪     Ministerial entrance

There will be security guards at each one of these entrances and they will 
ring through to the office of the first person you are meeting for the day, or 
you can text the MPs adviser if you have their direct number. Someone from 
that office will have to come down and sign you in (after you and your bags 
pass through the electronic screening devices), and depending on what they 
are dealing with at the time, this can take 5-10 minutes. It may also be a 10-
15 minute walk to the meeting room, depending on its location. Don’t fret or 
get angry about delays – just make sure you get everywhere early so you’re 
not compounding the problem.

The security guards will also confiscate any ‘suspicious objects or materials’ 
in your possession, so make sure your favourite pocket knife is left at home 
and you carry as little as possible with you on the day.  

You will be given a ‘Visitor’s Pass’ (either ‘escorted’ or ‘unescorted’ – the 
latter is very rarely handed out these days due to heightened security issues) 
which you must wear prominently at all times. The only people you will see 
in Parliament House without a pass of one kind or another are MPs and 
Senators. Even the security guards have to wear passes and they will grill you 
thoroughly if you’re seen not wearing one.

Finally, meetings are usually held in either a public committee room or in 
an MP/Senator’s private office. Even if you are offered tea or coffee on 
arrival, our suggestion is that you decline – time taken over tea and coffee 
preparation is only going to eat into your precious meeting time. Accepting a 
glass of water if it’s offered is sensible, particularly if you get a case of nerve-
induced dry throat half way through your presentation.

CHAPTER 2: PRAGMATIC
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 CHAPTER 3: 
POLITICALLY ASTUTE

If you’ve managed to score a meeting with a Government 
Minister or senior adviser, then you’re already half-way there 
(and obviously have some political nous). The next step is to 
make sure that you don’t blow the meeting by making any 
political faux pas or inadvertently push the wrong buttons with 
your audience.

The following are some tips on how to operate in the political environment 
that may otherwise be extremely foreign, regardless of whether you come 
from the business sector, the non-profit sector, education, health, or any other 
sectors. Basically, politics has some of its own very peculiar customs and 
expectations.

3.1  Forms of address

Ministers should usually be addressed as ‘Minister’ (exceptions are ‘Prime 
Minister’, ‘Treasurer’ and ‘Attorney-General’) unless you are told otherwise.  
Shadow Ministers don’t typically stand on ceremony for a similar form of 
address (like ‘Shadow Minister’).

Senators should be addressed as ‘Senator’, if they don’t hold a Ministerial 
title, but there is no equivalent requirement for Members of the House 
of Representatives. A basic Mr, Ms, Mrs or Dr should go in front of their 
surname, unless you are already on a first name basis.

3.2  Make every second count

Parliament is an incredibly busy and ‘agile’ environment. You never know 
when the division bells will ring or an emergency issue from left field will 
wipe time off your scheduled appointment. Always prepare for your meeting 
to be shorter than the allotted time, and make sure you have an ‘elevator 

pitch’ of 30 seconds or less in the event that your meeting is bumped for 
a more urgent matter and you only get to meet your audience as they are 
running out the door to another meeting.

While every meeting will run differently, after brief introductions you should 
normally expect to start off with a short presentation outlining your key 
message and the purpose of your visit. Use your talking points (as suggested 
in section 1.3 of this guide) and hand over an even briefer outline of your key 
points to everyone you are meeting with. Even if you have previously sent 
through a written brief on the issue, don’t assume it has been fully read by 
the MP or their staff. You should limit your presentation to no more than 3-4 
minutes and make sure you are using plain English, not jargon or acronyms 
from your sector. Even if the person you are speaking with knows the issue 
well already, they have probably just come from a meeting on a completely 
different topic or may have their head full of a hundred other things going on 
that day. Political reps and staffers are however good at picking up issues 
quickly so ‘cut to the chase’ and always ensure they come away with one, 
perhaps two, ‘killer facts’ they will remember from your visit.

Keep your eye on the time during the meeting (Parliament House is full of 
clocks) to make sure you have some time at the end to reiterate your key 
points and message and a summary of your request, suggestion or proposal.  
This could be the difference between your organisation being remembered as 
professional and reasonable to deal with, rather than a shambolic group with 
no clear message.

At the end of the meeting, thank everyone for their time and leave a business 
card for them and their adviser. You will then need to be either escorted back 
to the security entrance or onto another meeting venue. This can be a good 
opportunity to get some informal feedback on how the meeting went or just 
to further establish a good relationship with staff from that office. Make sure 
you leave a good impression with them too, and thank them for taking the 
time to act as your escort.
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Some meeting dos and don’ts:

▪     Don’t be late

▪     Do raise issues and solutions, not just problems  
(use the problem > solution > action approach)

▪     Do deal with complex or technical issues either in the lead 
up to the meeting or afterwards – not during the meeting

▪     Do make sure your request or proposal is realistic and 
preferably costed

▪     Don’t stray off onto other issues, as important as they may 
be for your organisation

▪     Don’t take a copy of your Annual Report – no one in 
Parliament House has time to read it

▪     Don’t issue electoral/political threats but do point out 
that this is an issue of interest to many people in key 
electorates. As much as you can, present information of 
national as well as local electoral relevance to the person 
you’re meeting

▪     Only leave extra information if requested – keep your 
valuable reports and publications in your bag for people 
who actually want to read them

▪     Don’t ask to meet again unless you have something 
completely new to say
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the political process works and how the issue you are raising may play out in 
different parts of the community/electorates of those you are talking with. If 
your issue has specific jurisdictional or electorate implications or upsides, you 
need to understand how this is likely to play out at a national/federal level and 
what specific strategies might be needed to make it work.

Understanding the political makeup of COAG (the Council of Australian 
Governments) at any point in time is critical if your issue has state/territory 
implications.  Similarly, having a feel for the internal party politics on your 
issue can be important – while the factional nature of the ALP is generally 
well understood (Left, Right, Centre), some people still fall for the line that 
‘there are no factions in the Coalition’. Do your research but don’t just meet 
with those who support you – people who don’t already support you are 
those whose minds are for changing.

Finally, while you may well have some opinions on how a political party 
should strategise in the lead up to the next election, it is best that you 
leave those discussions to the experts (i.e. the politicians) unless you are 
specifically asked for your views.  

3.4  Follow up

If you are well briefed and well organised, you should be prepared to answer 
any questions put to you in the meeting. But if you don’t know the answer 
or need more time to process any issues arising out of the discussion, make 
a commitment to provide follow up information after your meeting. Find out 
who you should send the information to and give them some indication of 
when they should receive it.

Whatever you do, don’t promise to send information then forget to follow up.  
This could blow your entire visit. Follow up must be timely (i.e. within days if 
possible) to ensure your issue is remembered and the efforts you put into the 
visit are capitalised on.  

Make sure you follow up with your own support base as well to build any 
necessary support of momentum (this could be a good time to get your 
supporters politically active as well, getting them to contact their local MPs or 
whatever relevant politicians are required for the issue at hand).

3.3  Political banter vs. political strategy

Unless you know the Parliamentarian you are meeting with extremely well, it 
is best to avoid party political or general political banter during your meeting.  
Apart from wasting time to discuss your issue, it’s very easy to say the wrong 
thing or push some political buttons that just don’t need to be pushed during 
your precious meeting time – best to keep to your pre-prepared brief.

However, it is important that you demonstrate some understanding of how 
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 CHAPTER 4: 
(FIRST RATE) PRODUCT

In an increasingly digital and visual world, appearances count. This isn’t 
about what you’re wearing to the meeting in Parliament House but about 
the product or supporting collateral that you are presenting. Your verbal 
presentation may be compelling, but once you’re out the door you could well 
be out of mind. Gone are the days where a typed sheet of facts and figures 
can swing an argument or influence a politician to spend political and/or 
taxpayer capital to get behind it.

At 89 Degrees East, produce communication products for our clients that 
are:

Creative, Concise, Clickable and Clever 

The fact is you are often up against professional lobbying outfits vying for 
Parliamentary time and money – often organisations with large marketing 
departments and the capacity to impress with fancy presentations and all the 
latest bells and whistles.

However, this doesn’t mean that you need a massive budget or in-house 
experts to back up your advocacy efforts. What it does mean is that you need 
to be smart and strategic with how and what you present, and make sure it is 
always up to date (figures cited should always be the latest available). A 3-fold 
brochure filled with text is so last century, and any report that is more than 10 
pages long is likely to get binned well before the person in front of you has 
time to read it.

If you don’t have graphic designers or communications professionals in your 
office, the most critical piece of advice is to ‘buy-in’ this expertise. The clever 
use of infographics or data-visuals to present your evidence is much more 
likely to leave your ‘killer-facts’ in the minds of those you are presenting to 
– and if they’re in a format that they can easily replicate or pass onto others, 
even better.

Your product needs to be:

▪     Visually appealing

▪     Well branded (to make it easy to identify) 

▪     Easy to read and digest

▪  Text light, graphic rich

▪  Available in digital format (if possible)

Don’t expect to give a Powerpoint or other form of technical presentation at 
a one-on-one meeting unless you have expressly negotiated this with their 
office beforehand. There is simply too much time wasting and opportunity for 
technology to let you down to make this worthwhile – however, if you have 
a high quality video or other form of digital presentation that you can play on 
your own laptop or other device, consider playing this if it’s short enough to 
not dominate your meeting time. And make sure to test it loads/plays easily 
before your meeting starts.  

Gimmicks will be easily forgotten, but good quality collateral to support 
your advocacy efforts could be well worth investing in. Leaving behind a 
pile of reports is going to be much less impressive (despite the significant 
thinking and dollars that have gone into them) than a really clever or strategic 
communications product that sells your message.

Some of the more effective products you can take with you include case 
studies, fact sheets, infographics, and short high-quality videos.  Just make 
sure they are up to date and have ‘retail’ value – meaning they can be 
understood by a mass-market audience, not just by those in the know on the 
issue.

Finally, you may want to consider how you engage with the media in the lead 
up to your visit – providing them with some ‘hot off the press’ research or 
good human interest stories about your issue timed for release the week or 
day before you meet with Parliamentarians could well put you front of mind.  
The way you use social media to promote your visit is also important and can 
help demonstrate your appeal to supporters and/or other influential groups.  
Whatever you choose to do, make sure that it’s not only professionally 
executed but that it’s part of your broader communications strategy. 
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CONCLUSION

A well planned and strategically timed visit to Parliament House could be 
the start, middle or end of getting your message and issue the attention it 
deserves.

This guide provides some of the big and small picture tips to making it a 
success. Never forget that when you enter the Parliamentary zone, you 
are instantly becoming a very small fish in a very big pond of national and 
international issues. But your mission is to stand out ahead of all the other 
groups making the trek to Canberra, and ensure that you are not only heard 
but also remembered well after your visit.  

Get the small details right, and the big picture message is much easier 
to deliver. And don’t forget that if you follow the 4 P’s (be purposeful, 
pragmatic, politically astute and take along a first rate product) your visit 
is more likely to have the impact that you want and need.

APPENDIX 1
House of Representatives Order of Business

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
OF COUNTRY 

PRAYERS

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
OF COUNTRY 

PRAYERS

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
OF COUNTRY 

PRAYERS

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
OF COUNTRY 

PRAYERS

9.30am

Government 
business

Government 
business

10.00am Petitions (to 
10.10am)

Committee 
& delegation 
business and 

private Members’ 
business

Divisions and 
quorums deferred 
10.00am-12.00pm

12.00pm

Government 
business

Government 
business 

Divisions and 
quorums between 

12 and 2pm deferred 
until after MPI

1.30pm 90 sec statements 90 sec statements 90 sec statements 90 sec statements

2.00pm Question Time Question Time Question Time Question Time

approx 
3.10pm

Documents, 
Ministerial 
statements

Documents, 
MPI Ministerial 

statements

Documents, 
MPI Ministerial 

statements

Documents, 
MPI Ministerial 

statements

approx 
4.10pm Government 

business
Government 

business
Government 

business

Government 
business

4.30pm Adjournment 
debate5.00pm

7.30pm Adjournment 
debate

Adjournment 
debate

Adjournment 
debate8.00pm
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